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Industry of  Contrast  
 
 
Throughout Ryan Sluggett's more than decade-long production, refined formal strategies 
have been constantly measured against sharp social commentaries to create transportive 
paintings. The nuts and bolts of  painting have been used, and twisted in the service of  a 
critique and caricature of  our decadent and materialistic times. 
 
The artist's latest series of  paintings consist of  enamel on steel that are not hung but rather 
suspended on low-profile magnets. The paintings hover rigidly a few inches from the wall, 
giving them the appearance of  being light-weight, and floating; they are in fact the opposite, 
substantial and heavy, underscoring the pleasure the artist takes in visual contradiction. 
 
Sluggett's practice is marked by an ever-expanding vocabulary of  mark-making. This new 
suite of  paintings is no exception: calligraphic figuration seamlessly transitions into shapes 
gouged out with power tools, creating a shallow but visceral topography. Flat enamel paint 
sits next to jumpy brushwork. Incorporated text sharpens his point: words float in and out of  
the pictorial space offering ironic tag-lines or clues like: "Those Afforded Complexity" and "As 
Long as Our Household Holds and Holds…" (both 2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Noticeable, is the artist’s focus on how positive and negative spaces intermingle. The ground 
encroaches the space of  the figure, and motifs like eyes, bombs and magnifying glasses, 
yachts, and rats seem to fold into each other with varying degrees of  clarity and contrast. 
Sluggett's new work doesn't shy away from the revealingly explicit tumult of  our times. 
Unusual, saturated and deep color combinations pit mannered socio-political satire with 
urgent emotional exasperation. 
 
 
Ryan Sluggett received his BFA in Painting at the Alberta College of  Art + Design in 1999, 
and his MFA from the University of  California, Los Angeles in 2011. He has shown his work 
throughout Canada, the US and Europe, including solo shows at YYZ Gallery, Toronto; 
Richard Telles Gallery, Los Angeles; and group shows at 356 Mission, Los Angeles; and 
Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver. He was included in the inaugural Made in LA, Hammer 
Biennial, 2012. He is included in numerous collections including the Rubell Collection, 
Florida; the Booth Collection at the University of  Chicago; the Hammer Museum, Los 
Angeles; the Vancouver Art Gallery; Glenbow Museum, Calgary; and the Art Gallery of  
Nova Scotia, to name a few. He has been based in Los Angeles since 2008. 
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Standing Up to the Test  

of  Time Management,  2018 
Enamel and oil on steel,  

with magnets 
60" x 40” 

152.4 cm x 101.6 cm  
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The Search For Internet Health, 2018 

Enamel and oil on steel,  
with magnets 

60" x 40” 
152.4 cm x 101.6 cm 
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Don't Despair and Other Bad Advice from Boomers , 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm  
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The Exact Wrong Time for a Lullaby , 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm  
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Stretch and Squash Capitalism, 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm  
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Industry of  Contrast , 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm  
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Mug of  Illusion , 2018 

Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 
30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm  
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Self-Interest to the Power of  Self-Interest , 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm  
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Empire Expire , 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm 
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The Indoctrination of  Young Men , 2018 
Enamel and oil on steel, with magnets 

30” x 40” / 76.2 cm x 101.6 cm 
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